
Abstract 

Background and Objective: Polycystic Ovary Syndrome (PCOS) is a common and complicate 

endocrine disorder which it's prevalence in fertility age is 4 -20 percent. Although different treatment has 

been undertaken, no cure has ever found for PCOS. One of the common drugs taken by most patients is 

Metformin. Having numerous side effects preventives taking this medication. Spearmint is a 

complementary approach in order to treat this disorder which can effectively control clinical symptoms in 

PCOS like Hyper androgenism, Acne and hirsutism.  

Materials and Methods: This study is a clinical trial. The targeted women population aged 16-40 with 

PCOS. The mentioned clinical trial was conducted on 62 persons of women during the age of fertility in 

16 up to 40 and randomly was chosen to be divided in two groups of 31 persons. One group was treated 

by 1500 mg of Metformin as TDS. Metformin was started a quarter (1/4) daily and was reached to 3 

tablets as TDS and this approach was continued up to 3 months. The second group was treated by 1500 

mg of Metformin as TDS along with 3 Spearmint soft gels (60 mg/day) in 3 months. The sample people 

were followed in 3 months treatment period from the beginning of the study and prescribing the 

medication. The pursuance of patients was carried on by taking the basic information and demographic of 

both groups and then Sonography was observed and clinical checkup was done and afterwards, women 

were checked up monthly in 3 later months and check list which was already provided previously, were 

filled out. When the 3 month period was over, the second Sonography was taken from the same women 

and was examined by different categories like having or not having cysts, regular menstruation and any 

hirsutism and clinical symptoms. Collected data was coded and analyzed in SPSS 23
rd

 edition software 

which descriptive statistics, graphs, charts and tests were illustrated by. Obtained results from both groups 

were compared in order to get a better medication with lower side effects to cure PCOS.  

Results: outcomes indicated that in both groups, menstruation was more regular and the number of cysts 

was decreased which was clear in sonography results. No significant difference was observed in the 

Ferriman-Gallway Score. The comparison between the obtained results cleared that statistically no 

difference existed between two groups which, it meant adding the complimentary herbal Spearmint didn't 

make any considerable change in curing with a common treatment of Metformin.  
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